What is a Rights-Based Approach to Natural Resource Governance?

- A rights-based approach frames natural resource governance as a human rights issue. It creates a framework that recognizes and the link between the environment and human rights that is supported by moral values and that is reinforced by legal obligations. It is based on international human rights standards and corresponding obligations.
- The framework itself promotes and protects human rights by following processes that empower rights holders and supports their participation in policy formulation, while holding duty bearers accountable.
- A rights-based approach promotes policies that protect natural resources in a manner that respects human rights by recognizing and prioritizing the rights of local communities and indigenous peoples over natural resources rather than making tradeoffs between them. It also reminds decision-makers of their obligations to respect human rights.
- Key elements of a rights-based approach could include:
  - Consistency with and integration of international human rights obligations and standards
    - Civil and political rights: Rights to life, to liberty, to freedom of expression, to access to information, to own property, to equality and to non-discrimination, to assembly, to movement, to religion, and to be treated equally before the law
    - Economic, social and cultural rights: Rights to family, to education, to culture, to adequate standard of living, to health, to subsistence, to land, and to residence
  - Public participation in decision-making
    - Ensures the full and effective participation of individuals and community members
- Participation is more than just consultation, but rather free, prior and informed consent (FPIC) in accordance with community customs and traditions
- Supports the empowerment of individuals and local communities, focusing on their engagement and partnership
- Promotes active and informed participation in the formulation, implementation and monitoring of natural resource governance
  - Transparency and accountability of policymakers and others whose actions have an impact on the rights of people at the national and international levels
- Accountability mechanisms must be accessible, transparent and effective

**Why apply a rights-based approach?**

- A rights-based approach to natural resource governance encourages the international community to reaffirm its commitment to international human rights, to ensure equity, and to support sustainable development that protects rather than threatens the individual and community rights.
- It provides a framework to prevent violations of stakeholders’ rights that may result from natural resource governance initiatives, as well as protect community interests as a matter of duty.
- It encourages consideration of human rights in the development, implementation and monitoring of relevant natural resource governance processes.
- It is structured to empower individuals and communities that rely on and protect natural resources
  - Many argue that effective natural resource protection is not possible without the empowerment and true participation of local communities
- It appreciates that natural resource governance directly impacts the lives and livelihoods of indigenous peoples and local communities.
- It also recognizes that certain groups- women and children as well as indigenous peoples- are particularly vulnerable to natural resource mismanagement and weak governance
  - It notes how environmental changes in natural resources impact vulnerable peoples’ ability to access water, food and shelter, which are basic human rights.
  - In addition, it acknowledges that natural resources are considered central to spiritual and cultural identity for indigenous peoples
- A rights-based approach translates and operationalizes norms, standards and principles into rights-based policies\(^1\) that provides for more effective and equitable responses to governance
- It helps prevent problems with corruption because when there is access to information, freedom of expression, participation and accountability, corruption is less likely

---
It provides a framework that can be applied globally— in different cultural and legal settings

A Rights-Based Approach and the IUCN NRGF: How could it be integrated into the NRGF?

The IUCN has adopted “rights-based approaches,” which suggests that incorporation of human rights should be applied in constructing the NRGF.

To achieve NRGF’s objective of developing a method of natural resource decision-making

- Using a rights-based approach creates a space to highlight the importance of communities and other stakeholders in participating in natural resource decisions
- It ensures the access to information necessary to fully and effectively participate
- It respects specific indigenous peoples’ rights to territory and self-determination, among others, which are principles of the NRGF

To achieve NRGF’s objective to help decision-makers make better and fairer decisions

- A rights-based approach supports institutional safeguard systems that prevent such social and environmental harms, promote sustainable development and maximize participation, transparency, accountability, equity and rights protections
- It takes into account human rights considerations in the development, implementation and monitoring of natural resource

For the NRGF WG to build a framework for natural resource governance and develop assessment tools to encourage good governance results, taking a rights-based approach will:

- Provide practical solutions to conservation and development challenges at both the global and local levels
- Create processes that will address communications by or on behalf of individuals and communities whose rights may be affected

IUCN’s Environmental Law Centre’s analysis of governance assessment tools suggests that most existing tools do not respond to specific natural resource features related to respecting rights.

- Using a rights-based approach will enable users of these tools to not only have access to pertinent information, but also to feel encouraged to exercise their rights

Key elements for NRGF to consider and harmonize in applying a rights-based approach to NRG:

- Incorporate social and environmental safeguards and accountability policies
- Institute monitoring systems to ensure these safeguards are respected
- Establish grievance mechanisms to ensure that affected peoples and communities can raise their concerns and have them addressed in a timely manner

o Ensure opportunities for meaningful and effective participation in all stages of relevant decision-making processes
o Support/reinforce the right to a healthy environment
o Address and highlight the link between human rights and the environment
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